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All photographs within the management plan have been taken at Albert Road Cemetery
and War Memorial Gardens by Hedge End Town Council.
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VISION FOR ALBERT ROAD CEMETERY
AND WAR MEMORIAL GARDEN, HEDGE END

Albert Road Cemetery has been set out to provide interments for full burial and cremation plots and has
blanket Christian Consecration on these areas for a wide variety of denominations/faiths, as well as an
area for Non Christian Faiths.

The first interment took place in 1931 at which time memorial and kerbed plots were permitted, as well as
full planting. However, in 1981, the Town Council designated the site a Lawn Cemetery from Section C
onwards with special conditions as outlined in Cemetery Regulations (see appendix i).

This Cemetery is complimented for the focal point it provides to the bereaved and visitors to the grounds.
It benefits from the grounds covering a gradient, which even from its lowest point gives a magnificent
vista, with Hedge End in the foreground to the horizon of the Portsdown Hills.

Three boundaries are flanked by residential properties and the tranquillity of the grounds are protected
and screened with high fences, trees, shrubs and Prunes Laurel hedges. The fourth boundary, Albert Road,
is screened with Silver Birch Trees, Evergreen Oak and Prunes Laurel hedges.

Full use of the cemetery will be reached in a few years time and over the past 20 years it has become
increasingly evident that the grounds have become extremely desirable to Non-parishioner Reservation.
As Burial Authority, the Town Council have endeavoured to protect the grounds and this essential amenity
for the Parishioner, firstly by increasing the fees for Non-Parishioner Reservation, reaching as much as
three times the fee to a Parishioner for a pre-purchase plot, to twice the fees for interment of Non-
Parishioner.

Albert Road Cemetery - J Section
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However, the aforementioned measures did not deter Non-
Parishioner interest for this renowned cemetery and it
continued, until such time as the Town Council took the,
somewhat reluctant step, of removing Non-Parishioner
Reservation in order to preserve the remaining space for the
Parishioner as the cemetery draws ever more close to its
completion. This has proved very successful in reducing the
demand upon the grounds and lengthened its availability to the
parishioner and effectively lifts restricted years of use.

Upon its second year’s application for the Green Flag Award,
the Town Council have taken the advice of the Green Flag
Inspector and included, within this application, the War
Memorial Garden, situated in St. John’s Road and just a 5
minute walk from the grounds of Albert Road Cemetery.

The Town Council’s vision and aim is to maintain the highest
quality service and provision to the Parishioner, not only for an
essential amenity at the most sensitive and demanding times
but also in providing a peaceful, and tranquil place of rest that
can be visited for its beauty, wildlife and quiet contemplation.

The small War Memorial Garden hosts the village’s
Remembrance Day parade each year.   This tiny garden is
attended by dignitaries and veterans whilst an enormous
congregation of up to 500 people line the streets for a glimpse
of the ceremony and to pay their respects to those lost in
battle.

D Section

War Memorial Garden

Remembrance Day Parade
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To maintain this vision now and in the future, the Town

Council will:

● Continue to serve the residents of Hedge End, by

achieving the highest standards in Customer Care,

as Burial Authority.  Continue to maintain the

grounds with correct Horticultural Practices and

offer a sustainable burial service to Hedge End

Parishioners.

● Continue to develop and maintain Albert Road

Cemetery to guarantee its future as an appreciated

place of rest, to which the bereaved may mourn,

remember and respect those that they have lost.

● Continue to develop a Mapping & Data service from

which the public may learn from a unique research

Data Base, and enjoy the landscape, the history of

interments and even genealogy research

● Introduce, within the Green Flag Award application,

the War Memorial Garden to include this most

important village location.

● The Town Council will continue to maintain Best

Practice in the services of its Burial Authority and

provide ecologically sustainable facilities for the

interment of the deceased whilst meeting the

needs of the bereaved and visitors to the Cemetery.

Water & Recycling Point
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INTRODUCTION
Albert Road Cemetery serves the residents of Hedge End and provides an important amenity to the
community and is, currently, the only cemetery within the Parish.

The Town Council’s Recreation & Amenities Committee administer the grounds and the duties of Burial
Authority are undertaken by the Town Clerk, who will also have overall responsibility for the Management
Plan, monitoring and reviews.   The Town Council prides itself in meeting the needs of the parishioner
during the most sensitive and demanding times of bereavement by providing a concise Burial Authority
Administration.

In the last year, as well as fully maintaining the grounds, the Town Council’s grounds team have been fully
trained in the preparation of grave spaces ensuring that the amenity of the cemetery is kept to a high
standard.   It is recognised as a peaceful and tranquil environment, whilst also offering ecological and
environmentally friendly surroundings.

The English Lavender attracts many summer pollinators…

F Section
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As the Cemetery reaches completion, the Town Council has found itself in the position of having to
prohibit Non-parishioner interest both for interment and pre-purchase/reservation of grave spaces,
thereby preserving this necessary amenity for the parishioner.   Furthermore, it withdrew the facility for a
Parishioner to pre-purchase/reserve a grave space until such time as a new Cemetery Site is guaranteed.
These measures having been implemented during 2009, have resulted in a reduction in the demand upon
the grounds and a pace at which the grounds can be preserved and maintained for the community. The
former demands of Non-parishioner being evidence of the service Albert Road Cemetery provides.

A highly qualified and professional grounds team of five personnel are all involved in both the history of
the site and its future.

A Management Plan and associated Budget has been in existence and its concepts implemented since
2009.

The motivation of this plan is to retain a high standard of service to the public, with emphasise to the
maintenance of the grounds and in so doing ensuring an established future for the cemetery beyond its
closure.

View to F & H sections…
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ASSESSMENT AND ANALYSIS

Vehicular Use

A paramount problem with the grounds was to dissuade the public from driving across consecrated ground

and designated footpaths. Various methods were put into place, many of which failed.  Polite notices were

ignored and surface mounted bollards were demolished. Posts and chains to deter access to footpaths

proved unsuccessful due to their not giving easy access to the less able.

Finally, retractable bollards were fitted (July, 2009) and these have proved successful and are only lowered

for a Funeral cortege. Vehicular use of tarmac paths on site is prohibited to Funeral corteges only. Speed

Limit of 5 mph (October, 2009) and pedestrian warning signs have been installed close to the entrance. An

ample parking space is available within the bell-mouth outside the entrance to the cemetery. However,

vehicles are permitted for single track road access with a turning space at the furthest point of the

cemetery  -  limited parking is available within the site. The Management Plan will include monitoring of

vehicle movements on site and if necessary, vehicular use will be reviewed.

Albert Road Cemetery Turning Point
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Welcoming

Further paths were installed to complete the assembly of
future Burial Sections and these provided both able
bodied and disabled access (July, 2009).

Finger posts giving directions to the various sections of
the cemetery have been installed (July, 2009) giving
visitors a clear indication and identification facility to
locating graves.

Community Involvement

Community involvement has been with the voluntary
services of Mike Rogerson, who has developed a
complete Data Service Computer Package mapping the
entire grounds, not only to the sections but also
identifying the grave spaces and the names of the
interred. The Data Service also includes a “Finder”
system for those trying to trace a grave space. Mr
Rogerson has afforded an extraordinary amount of his
time and effort to a surmountable task with the
assistance of his wife and the former Deputy Town Clerk.

He has also designed a website for public awareness of
the grounds and information purposes:

www.hedgeendcemetery.altervista.org

Information boards with a map of the site and an
indication that a Data Base is available for research and
genealogy purposes, free of charge. The Burial Authority
also provides an information pack.

Community involvement also lies in the very nature of
the site. Those visiting are encouraged, within the
Cemetery Regulations, to respect the requirements of a
Lawn Cemetery, keeping all waste to a minimum and
recycling and separating green waste from litter. Those
regularly visiting the cemetery compliment the condition
and maintenance of the grounds and frequently write to
the Town Council with their appreciation. The Town
Council conducts a periodic inspection of the grounds for
compliance with the Cemetery Regulations and if
conditions to maintain a Lawn Cemetery have been
breached, the Exclusive Right Grant Holder will be
respectfully informed.

Finger posts give directions to visitors…
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Applications for commemorative seats are received and considered by the Recreation & Amenities
Committee. Once authorised, the cost of supply and installation is donated to the Town Council as a grant.
The commemorative seat becomes the property of the Town Council and maintained to a uniform
standard. All seats are placed upon a concrete hard standing to provide an adequate foundation and
protect the grounds from wear and tear.

In 2018 the Town Council will seek to encourage local horticultural and conservation volunteers to plant a
Wildflower section within the Cemetery, which will also incorporate a unique WW1 Commemorative
Bench, designed by David Ogilvie Engineering Ltd.

Soil Disposal

Wherever possible, and now that Grave Preparation is undertaken by the Council staff, spoil is removed as
it encroached upon future burial ground and a new site.   The Town Council has invested in specialised
training to NVQ level for all its grounds staff, together with the correct use of a mini excavator. Contracted
Grave Diggers have been informed and requested to ensure that all spoil is deposited within a specified
area.

Planting Schemes

All existing and new beds have been replenished with Lavandula Angustifolia, Choisya Ternata ‘Sundance’,
Potentilla Fruticosa ‘Elizabeth’, Choisya Ternata, Choisya ‘Aztec Pearl’, Geranium (Cranesbill), Erica Carnea,
Erica Cinerea, Mahonia Aquifolium, Pinus ‘Mugo’ (October, 2009).

In 2010, the Town Council arranged the planting of a Yew Tree to commemorate and celebrate the first
year of Green Flag status.

Commemorative Yew Tree - H Section

Commemorative Bench - G Section

Potentilla Fruticosa ‘Elizabeth’
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Under the auspices of Eastleigh Borough Council and its Corporate Strategy, the Town Council has adopted
principals and is dedicated to the promotion and improvement of the environment and endeavours to
encourage good practices and waste management at the Cemetery.

Two green recycling points are strategically placed, also providing disposal for non biodegradable waste
(October, 2009).  Wherever possible, green waste is recycled at other Town Council sites and open spaces.

Excess soil, removed in preparation of grave spaces will be regenerated within the grounds and open
spaces such as sports fields, parks and allotments, i.e. replenishing wear and tear to play equipment
surfaces such as Sports Walls and servicing and maintaining goalmouths during the closed season.

Flower and shrub beds have been designed to reduce the
amount of watering required to maintain good horticultural
impact.   The use of peat products in the Cemetery has been
reduced and all flower and shrub beds have been prepared
with spent mushroom compost and planted with drought
resistant and low maintenance planting schemes.

New planting has been protected with a Mypex membrane
weed control fabric, and then covered with a further weed
barrier of bark chippings. Log roll borders have been installed
to ensure that chippings do not spill into paths and road
surfaces.

If necessary, the Town Council will operate judicial use of
Glyphosate on hard surfaces to aid the long term maintenance
of pathways (2017).

Flowering from late April to June, the Cemetery boasts an area of Green-winged Orchid (Anacamptis morio
of the Orchidaceae Orchid family).   Although in this example
not growing to its full height of 40 cm., it is similar in
appearance to the Early Purple-Orchid, but has green stripes
on the two lateral sepals, and lacks the spots or blotches of
the Early Purple’s leaves.  The inflorescence is of various
colours, mainly purple but ranging from white, through pink,
to deep purple.  Due to a rapid decline in the species they are
protected and, therefore, special precautions have been
taken on site.  The area of growth is closed off to the public
during the flowering season and once the area had been
identified, the Town Council insured that no further

ENVIRONMENTAL AND BIODIVERSITY MANAGEMENT

Green Winged Orchid

Flower and Shrub Beds
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Laurel hedges (Prunus Laurocerasus) provide a good habitat for the nests of social wasps, The German
Wasp (Vespula Germanica) one of the two most abundant wasp species in the British Isles.   Many of the
caterpillars and other insects preyed upon by wasps are garden pests, and in this respect wasps are
beneficial in helping to regulate pest populations and prevent potential damage to plants. Therefore,
wherever possible, wasp nests are left undisturbed to encourage the natural control of pests, and
effectively creating a natural insecticide treatment. More importantly it will help protect wildlife and the
environment from unnecessary exposure to pesticide contamination. If there is any threat to the public, a
wasp nest will be removed in the interest of Health & Safety.

In the older section of the cemetery (Section A circa. 1934) planted heathers (Erica), form a colourful
carpet and excellent wildlife-friendly haven for butterflies such as Gatekeeper (pyronia tithonus), Common
Blue (Polyommatus Icarus), Speckled Wood (Pararge Aegeria), and the Large White (Pieris Brassicae). Bees
are in danger of disappearing from today’s environment and we are acutely aware of thriving ground
nesting bees on site and these are protected.

Ants, such as Black (Lasius Nigra), Red (Myrmica Rubra), Yellow Meadow (Lasius Flavus) and Formica Fusca
ant have also been identified. Ant nests allow air to get into the soil.   Some ants eat harmful insects. Ants
enrich the soil when they process their food. Some ants help in the spreading of seeds. Green
Woodpeckers (Picus viridis) feed on insects and are unique from other species of woodpecker in that they
will feed at ground level. This is because they eat ants, using their stout beak and long tongue with a sticky
tip to extract ants and pupae from ants nests and is clearly why they frequent the Cemetery.

The Stag Beetle (Lucanus Cervus) emerging late autumn, but remaining underground until the following
summer has been identified on site.

The Management Plan includes the siting of three small chambered Bug Boxes made with FSC Certified
Timber, providing over-wintering habitats for insects like Ladybirds (natural aphid predators) and a home
for solitary bees (garden pollinators) and other beneficial insects in the Summer, and three natural silver
birch log nest boxes suited to Blue Tits (Cyanistes caeruleus) have been placed at 2 – 3m heights above
ground, secured to trees with old cycle inner tubes avoiding nailing boxes to trees, ensuring a clear flight
path, to encourage roosting.   Blue tits are often seen in the trees and hedgerows throughout the
cemetery.

Gatekeeper Butterfly
Planted heather attracts

many bees and pollinators
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In 2017, additional, in-house built Bug Boxes have been created and located throughout the site.

Roe Deer (Capreolus capreolus) are less frequent visitors to the site in 2017 and can be in conflict with
visitors to the cemetery, due to their feeding upon floral tributes.   Fortunately, visits are sporadic and are
mainly identified by hoof prints.   Visitors are informed that there is very little the Town Council can do to
deter deer visiting, but that we are reliably informed that Roe Deer are not partial to Daffodils.

Inevitably, the Red Fox (Vulpes vulpes) also a visits the Cemetery and often burrows.  The Management
Plan identifies careful monitoring of Red Fox evidence and the grounds are swiftly reinstated.

The Slow Worm (Anguis fragilis) enjoys loose soil and leaf litter for burrowing and although rarely seen on
the surface, is known to inhabit the site.   A favourite food of the slow worm is slugs, and as such, they are
a huge benefit in this environment.   The Slow Worm is a protected species under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981.

Frogs are known to visit the site but are more likely to inhabit neighbouring garden ponds.

In 2018, the Town Council plan to encourage local horticultural groups and conservation volunteers to
work on a section of the cemetery to provide a Wildflower Area.

B Section

Nest Box Bug Box
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Considering the principal sources of Health & Safety Regulation within Statute and Common Law-  Health &
Safety at Work Act 1974 and Management of Health & Safety at Work Regulations 1999, and Disability and
Discrimination Act 2004,  the Town Council has a statutory duty to ensure the health, safety and welfare of
its employees and others, whilst also maintaining a safe place to work with adequate equipment, safe
systems of work and employ competent people who will not pose a safety risk to others.

The Town Council under the guidance of the Local Authorities Cemeteries Order 1977 and as a Burial
Authority may take any action that may be necessary to remove a danger which arises by means of the
condition of a memorial.   Under article 4.1 a Burial Authority shall keep the cemetery in good order and
repair and article 10 gives the authority the discretion to grant a right “to place and maintain” a memorial
on a grave.

A professional Risk Assessment has been developed for all tasks and is reviewed annually.   In the event of
an accident this would be immediately reviewed to investigate prevention of any further incident.

The Town Council has invested in professional shoring equipment in the interest of the health and safety of
those employed to prepare graves and has ensured that staff  have been trained in the proper utilisation of
said equipment and NVQ level in the preparation of graves.  The Shoring System is hydraulically operated
and includes a complete cover for the prepared grave space, the aforesaid in consideration of the amount
of time that a grave space may remain open and preventing the risk of any accident.  Wherever possible
the maximum use of a grave cover will be no more than 24 hours.

In 2017, the Burial Authority commenced the complete service of the preparation of graves and fees are
now incorporated within those of interment.

As the Town Council can only provide this highly professional shoring system to the preparation of one
grave space at any one time, it has been necessary to consider that only one grave can be prepared per
day, thereby developing part of Safe Systems of Work.  A programme for the safety of grave preparation
and reinstatement during winter daylight hours has also been developed.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

J Section
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SUMMARY OF THE SITE’S HERITAGE AND HISTORY

Eighty years ago, a Special Parish Meeting was held at the school on Monday 3rd June, 1929.   The business
before the meeting was the adoption of the Burials Acts 1852 1906.   The attendance was small, possibly
owing to the busy fruit season being at hand.

The Chairman, Cllr. W. H. Abraham, opened the meeting by reading the public notice convening the
meeting.   He next gave a resume of the position, reminding the meeting that, as a result of a letter from
the Vicar the Rev. Evan Jones, informing the Council that the churchyard (St. Johns the Evangelist Church)
was almost full, the Council had at once taken action and elected a sub-committee to gather information
and to inspect suitable sites.

The sub-committee had at once got to work and now had sufficient data to warrant the adoption of the
Burial Acts, and the meeting tonight had been called for that purpose.   The Council required a resolution
from the meeting adopting the Burial Acts before anything more definite could be done.

Following further discussion it was stated that the Council recommended about 2 or 3 acres to allow for
future expansion.   They would probably only need to use an acre which they estimated would last at least
50 years allowing for a steady increase in population.   A further Special Parish Meeting was held at the
school on the 28th October, 1929.   The meeting was called to sanction the Councils proposals, to approve
the purchase of the site and to sanction application to the Minister of Health for consent to a loan in
connection with the provision of a new Burial Ground.   The Chairman, Cllr. W. H. Abraham explained that
the Council had finally decided on the land owned by Miss D. Redman and proceeded to outline the
Councils proposals and asked for resolutions as stated above.

Cllr. C. H. Lewry said he had great pleasure in moving “that this Special Parish meeting give consent to the
proposals of the Council and approves the purchase of the land for the purpose of providing a Burial
Ground”, Cllr. C. Taylor seconded.   There was no amendment, the Chairman then declared it open for
discussion.

The Clerk, by means of a sketch of the proposed site on a blackboard, pointed out the salient points, this
assisting those present to more clearly visualise the proposals.   This showed the ground to be divided into
three sections with a central pathway, the end farthest from the road entrance to be used first;  this
section contained approximately 700 grave spaces 9’ x 4’.

View of Sections A,B,C, F & J
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Clerks to Council during this time were either George Hales (1919 – 1929) or Herbert Smith (1929 – 1958).
By Conveyance dated 13th April, 1930 between Miss Daisy Redman and Hedge End Parish Council as the
Authority for the execution of the Burial Acts 1852 – 1906, by virtue of their statutory powers and with the
consent of a Parish Meeting purchased land in Albert Road for the princely sum of £350.00, part of a £700
loan from the Ministry of Health to purchase and lay-out the land.

A table of fees/payments and sums, under sections 34 of the Burial Act, 1852 was approved by the
Minister of Health and signed 28th February, 1933 and included the fee for the exclusive right of burial in
perpetuity in an earthen grave at 15 shillings, today’s equivalent of 75 pence.

From the first interment on 21st October, 1931 to date the Burial Registers record a total of 2,164 burials
at Albert Road Cemetery.  In 1981, the cemetery was designated a Lawn Cemetery, and therefore, sections
C, D, F, G and Cremation Section J together with the area of rest designated to children and infants,
Sections I and K, were to remain laid to lawn.   On 9th October, 1998 the re-interments of those likely to
have been interred within St. Johns Churchyard between 1874 – 1908, took place in Albert Road Cemetery.

Today, the Town Council prides itself in managing and maintaining an essential amenity for the
Parishioner.  The Cemetery is often complimented for the peaceful and tranquil place of rest it provides
and the Town Council seeks to maintain a professional and sensitive service for the community.  The
cemetery is a place of rest for both grave and cremation interments.

In just a few years time the cemetery space will be exhausted and with this in mind the Town Council are
currently seeking Outline Planning permission to develop a new cemetery on its land in Kane’s Hill.

Albert Road Cemetery - Archway
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THE WAR MEMORIAL

The village of Hedge End and its community pay homage each year to those lost during the 20th Century
World Wars on Remembrance Sunday.  The Remembrance Parade regularly exceeds 500 people to the
small War Memorial Garden and Cenotaph, located at the corner of St. John’s Road and Church Lane.

The Village War Memorial, that stands in the middle of a forty foot square enclosure on turf, with a circular
path round leading in from the gate, recorded at the time of its erection, thirty-seven men and lads who
gave their lives in the ‘Great War’, 1914-1918, in what was thought to be the war to end all wars.   The
description of the Memorial is recorded as:  “A Market Cross of Hopton-Wood stone on Purbeck stone
steps”.

The Memorial was unveiled by Rear-Admiral Sir E. P. F. G. Grant, KCVO, CB, on Wednesday 26th November
1924. Those who gave their lives during the Second World War, 1939-1945 were added to the memorial in
1993, second and third portions placed 1995/96 respectively and a further inscription in memory of
Richard John Smith, as a result of an article published in the Parish Gazette, it came to light that Private
Smith from Hedge End lost his life during the Second World War.  Private Smith of the Pioneer Corps, died
of his war wounds on 27th October, 1943, aged 36.  The Town Council consulted with the War Graves
Commission and concluded that Private Smith died on active service and his name should be fully entitled
to be commemorated on the Hedge End War Memorial.  A commemorative slab bearing his name was
prepared and installed in time for the Remembrance Service in 2009.

War Memorial Gardens & Cenotaph
Additional commemorative stones were

placed following World War II …

Remembrance Day Parade
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Risk assessments at the Albert Road Cemetery have been conducted
in accordance with the HSE guidance documents, Five Steps to Risk

Assessment Indg 163, A Guide to Risk Assessment Requirements Indg
218 and also the “Guide to Management of Safety in Burial

Grounds”, by the Association of Burial Authorities / Zurich Municipal.

RISK ASSESSMENT NOTES



Hedge End Town Council – Risk Assessment Record

Site: Albert Road Cemetery Operation / Activity: Interment Date of Assessment: 24/09/2009

Risk Factor Level Categories High (H); Medium (M); Low (L)

Assessment undertaken by: Denise Lowth, Burial Authority Manager and Rick Keens, Tech IOSH. SHE Limited, Technical Support Assessor.

Reviewed and authorised by: Kevin Glyn-Davies, Town Clerk, Hedge End Town Council.

Hazard(s) &
Risk(s) Arising Persons at Risk Risk

Factor
Existing Controls, Precautions,

Arrangements, Procedures
Existing
Controls

Adequate?

Further
Action to
be Taken

Target
Date

Date
Completed &

Signature

Risk of any person falling
into an open grave

Any person entering
the cemetery, for any

reason
L

The shoring system has a locking cover used to protect an
open grave prior to the interment. This is left in place until
just prior to the interment. The grave is closed as soon as
is reasonably practical after the interment. An open grave

is never left unattended for obvious safety reasons.

Yes None
required N/A

Wet Grass – Risk of injury
due to slip or fall.

Mourners and
Undertakers’
employees.

M Undertakers wear suitable footwear and provide
temporary astro turf around the grave. Yes None

required N/A

Adjacent graves – Risk of
injury due to tripping over

existing masonry.
As above. M

Suitable clearance between plots and rows. Persons
undertaking the work are experienced and aware of

hazards.
Yes None

required N/A

Uneven ground – Risk of
tripping over tree root etc.
Uneven ground caused by

spoil from graves.

As above. L

The cemetery is maintained to a high standard. There is
adequate access via tarmac roads / paths and at the time

of assessment, no visible trip hazards. Grass is cut at
regular intervals. All spoil is removed to a purpose

protected location in the cemetery.

Yes None
required N/A

Manual Handling – Risk of
back injury when handling

and lowering coffin into
grave.

Undertaker’s
employees M

Undertakers' employees are experienced and aware of
hazards and correct handling methods. Reasonably close

access for the hurse is possible.
Yes None

required N/A



Hedge End Town Council – Risk Assessment Record

Site: Albert Road Cemetery Operation / Activity: Visitors to Cemetery Date of Assessment: 24/09/2009

Risk Factor Level Categories High (H); Medium (M); Low (L)

Assessment undertaken by: Denise Lowth, Burial Authority Manager and Rick Keens, Tech IOSH. SHE Limited, Technical Support Assessor.

Reviewed and authorised by: Kevin Glyn-Davies, Town Clerk, Hedge End Town Council.

Hazard(s) &
Risk(s) Arising Persons at Risk Risk Factor Existing Controls, Precautions,

Arrangements, Procedures
Existing
Controls

Adequate?

Further Action to be
Taken

Target
Date

Date
Completed

&
Signature

Risk of any person falling
into an open grave

Any visitor to the
cemetery. L

Open graves are protected by a cover which is locked to
the shoring system. An open grave is never left unattended

for obvious safety reasons.
Yes None required N/A

Wet Grass – Risk of injury
due to slip or fall. As above. M

It is expected that any visitors to the cemetery will make
appropriate allowances for the prevailing weather

conditions.
Yes None required N/A

Adjacent graves – Risk of
injury due to tripping over

existing masonry.
As above. M Suitable clearance between plots and rows. It is expected

that any visitor to the cemetery will take appropriate care. Yes None required N/A

Uneven ground – Risk of
tripping over tree root

etc. Uneven ground
caused by spoil from

graves.

As above. L

The cemetery is maintained to a high standard. There is
adequate access via tarmac roads / paths and at the time

of assessment, no visible trip hazards. Grass is cut at
regular intervals. All spoil is removed to a purpose

protected location in the cemetery.

Yes None required N/A

Unstable memorial – Risk
of injury or even fatality

from falling masonry
As above. M

Council employees undertaking maintenance operations
maintain surveillance of potentially unstable memorials.

Nominated employees have been trained to test for
unstable memorials. Any found to be unstable will be

secured using Odlings MCR Makesafe memorial supports.

No

Ensure that
appropriate warning

signs are deployed on
any unstable
memorials.

Inappropriate vehicle
access to paths, damage
to consecrated ground –
Risk of accident involving

pedestrians

As above. M Access to paths is controlled by retractable bollards in an
attempt to restrict vehicle access where it is not essential No

“Warning
Pedestrians” & 5mph
speed limit signs are

to be erected



Hedge End Town Council – Risk Assessment Record

Site: Albert Road Cemetery Operation / Activity: Maintenance at Cemetery Date of Assessment: 24/09/2009

Risk Factor Level Categories High (H); Medium (M); Low (L)

Assessment undertaken by: Denise Lowth, Burial Authority Manager and Rick Keens, Tech IOSH. SHE Limited, Technical Support Assessor.

Reviewed and authorised by: Kevin Glyn-Davies, Town Clerk, Hedge End Town Council.

Hazard(s) &
Risk(s) Arising Persons at Risk Risk

Factor
Existing Controls, Precautions,

Arrangements, Procedures
Existing
Controls

Adequate?
Further Action to be Taken

Target
Date

Date
Completed

&
Signature

Climatic conditions –
Extremes of weather
e.g. cold, rain, heat

Council employees
undertaking maintenance
such as grass cutting etc.

L Council employees wear suitable outer garments.
Council employees will decide if it is appropriate to

suspend any operations due to adverse weather
conditions

Yes None required N/A

Interface with
members of the
public – Risk of
injury due to

activities of council
employees

Council employees and any
members of the public
visiting the cemetery

L Council employees are experienced at ensuring that
they can carry out operations such as grass cutting

without disrupting visitors to council property.

Yes None required N/A

Risk of injury when
using council

supplied tools and
equipment

Council employees L Council employees are trained and experienced.
Equipment is maintained to manufacturers

recommendations.

Yes None required N/A

Unstable memorial –
Risk of injury or even
fatality from falling

masonry.

As above. M Council employees undertaking maintenance
operations maintain surveillance of potentially

unstable memorials. Nominated employees have
been trained to test for unstable memorials. Any

found to be unstable will be secured using Odlings
MCR Makesafe memorial supports.

No Continuing surveillance of
any memorials considered
to be at risk and suitable

measures taken to support
and that are found to be

unstable.

Ongoing



Hedge End Town Council – Risk Assessment Record

Site: Albert Road Cemetery Operation / Activity: Grave Digging Date of Assessment: 24/09/2009

Risk Factor Level Categories High (H); Medium (M); Low (L)

Assessment undertaken by: Denise Lowth, Burial Authority Manager and Rick Keens, Tech IOSH. SHE Limited, Technical Support Assessor.
Reviewed and authorised by: Kevin Glyn-Davies, Town Clerk, Hedge End Town Council.

Hazard(s) &
Risk(s) Arising Persons at Risk Risk

Factor
Existing Controls, Precautions,

Arrangements, Procedures
Existing
Controls

Adequate?
Further Action to be Taken

Target
Date

Date
Completed
& Signature

Wet Grass – Risk of
injury due to slip or

fall.

The person digging the
grave and the council

employee supervising the
excavation

M
Suitable footwear with sole grips. Grave diggers
provide their own footwear. The Town Council

provides suitable footwear for employees.
Yes None required N/A

Adjacent graves –
Risk of injury due to

tripping over
existing masonry.

As above. M Suitable clearance between plots and rows. Persons
undertaking the work are experienced and aware of

hazards.

Yes None required N/A

Uneven ground –
Risk of tripping over

tree root etc.

As above. L The cemetery is maintained to a high standard.
There is adequate access via tarmac roads / paths.
At the time of assessment, no visible trip hazards

seen. Grass is cut at regular intervals.

Yes None required N/A

Manual Handling –
Risk of back injury

when handling tools
and / or digging

grave.

As Above M Persons undertaking the work are experienced and
aware of hazards. Where possible, mechanical
excavators are used. Reasonably close vehicle

access is possible.

Yes None required N/A

Underground
hazards – Risk of

striking water, gas or
electricity

L Possibility of striking an underground water pipe
feeding the various stand pipes serving the

cemetery.

No It is recommended that the
location of water pipes is

confirmed / established and
the information plotted on
the existing cemetery map.

Collapse of
excavation – Risk of

entrapment or burial
of grave digger.

As above L

A hydraulic shoring system has been provided by
the Town Council. It is a condition of the burial

regulations that the shoring equipment is used for
all coffin burials to ensure safety standards. Grave

diggers have been trained to use the shoring
system.

Yes None required N/A
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Site: Albert Road Cemetery Operation / Activity: Grave Digging Date of Assessment: 24/09/2009

Risk Factor Level Categories High (H); Medium (M); Low (L)

Assessment undertaken by: Denise Lowth, Burial Authority Manager and Rick Keens, Tech IOSH. SHE Limited, Technical Support Assessor.

Reviewed and authorised by: Kevin Glyn-Davies, Town Clerk, Hedge End Town Council.

Hazard(s) &
Risk(s) Arising Persons at Risk Risk

Factor
Existing Controls, Precautions,

Arrangements, Procedures
Existing
Controls

Adequate?
Further Action to be Taken

Target
Date

Date
Completed
& Signature

Risk of any person
falling into an open

grave

Any person entering the
cemetery, for any reason. L

The shoring system has a locking cover used to
protect an open grave prior to the interment.

Council staff will check that it is in place before they
leave the cemetery.

Yes None required N/A

Climatic conditions –
Extremes of weather
e.g. cold, rain, heat,

etc.

The person digging the
grave and the council

employee supervising the
excavation.

M

Grave diggers and council employees wear suitable
outer garments. It is incumbent on the funeral
director to decide if any operations should be

suspended due to adverse weather conditions.

Yes None required N/A
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FUTURE MAINTENANCE AND STRATEGY

Grounds Maintenance:

• March to October, grass cutting every 2 weeks – variable according to weather and less during periods
of drought.

• April to early May, lawn areas to be boxed and cuttings to be composted

• All plot sections to be fly cut and strimmed.

• Hedges to be cut twice yearly using good horticultural practices.   July/early August after bird nesting
season and once during the Winter season.

• Cuttings to be shredded and composted.

• Shrub beds to be kept weed free

• Shrubs to be pruned using correct horticultural practices at the correct time of year for each species.

• Cuttings to be shredded and composted.

• All footpaths to be swept after grass cutting and at least once a week in the Summer

• All footpaths to be swept three times per week during Autumn, Monday/Wednesday/Friday.

• Footpaths to be edged up once yearly during Winter.

Future Strategy:

• Improve kerbing to the roadside of the site turning point.   Kerbs are currently set apart and need to be
in-filled to prevent untidy collection of grass, leaves and debris.

• To focus on community involvement and encourage local horticultural and conservation groups to
work on a Wildflower area to incorporate a feature with WW1 Commemorative Bench.

• To feature a WW1 Commemorative Bench within the War Memorial Garden.

• To develop an Information Guide to cover marketing issues as well as interpretation and information,
providing the history of the Cemetery.

• To maintain the highest standards of horticultural practices to achieve Green Flag Status.   Exercising
judicial use of Glyphosate weed killer to hard surfaces only.
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WHY WE QUALIFY FOR A GREEN FLAG AWARD

The Town Council’s vision and aim is to maintain the highest quality service and provision to Parishioners,
not only for an essential amenity at the most sensitive and demanding times but also in providing a peaceful
and tranquil place of rest that can be visited for its beauty, wildlife and quiet contemplation.

This Cemetery is frequently complimented for the focal point it provides to the bereaved and visitors. The
grounds cover a gradient, which even from its lowest point gives an impressive vista, with Hedge End in the
foreground to the far horizon of the Portsdown Hill.

Boundaries are flanked by residential properties and the tranquillity of the grounds are protected with high
fences and screened with Silver Birch Trees (Betula Pendula, Evergreen Oaks (Quercus Ilex) and Laurel hedges
(Prunus Laurocerasus). Flower beds and borders are festooned with Lavandula Angustifolia, Choisya Ternata
‘Sundance’, Potentilla Fruticosa ‘Elizabeth’, Choisya Ternata, Choisya ‘Aztec Pearl’, Geranium (Cranesbill),
Erica Carnea, Erica Cinerea, Mahonia Aquifolium, Pinus ‘Mugo’. Trees on site include Yew (Taxus Baccata),
Beech (Fagus Sylvatica), English Oak (Quercus Robur), Maple. The grounds boast wildflowers, Green Winged
Orchids (Anacamptis morio)and Ajuga (Lamiaceae) Bugle.

Wildlife:

● Roe Deer

● Foxes

● Slow Worm

● Species of butterfly

● Insects and birds inhabit the site

Services include a free website, availability for genealogy and site identification purposes:

The prestigious Green Flag award would enhance the environmental, ecological, bio-diversity and
conservation qualities of this site and emphasise the value of its future and heritage.

Albert Road Cemetery -  Uninterrupted views stretching to Portsdown Hill…
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HEDGE END TOWN COUNCIL

THE BURIAL AUTHORITY - ALBERT ROAD CEMETERY, HEDGE END

©The Association of Burial Authorities

C E M E T E R Y   R E G U L A T I O N S

1. The Cemetery is administered by the Deputy Town Clerk to Hedge End Town Council
under the general direction of the Recreation & Amenities Committee.   All matters
concerning burials, graves or memorials should be addressed to the Deputy Town Clerk.
All payments should be made to the account of Hedge End Town Council and delivered to
the Deputy Town Clerk.   A Table of Fees is available from the Clerk at the address provided.

2. A register of burials and deposits of cremated remains is kept and may be inspected free
of charge and copies of entries obtained, for a fee, by arrangement with the Deputy Town
Clerk.

3. Ashes may not be scattered in the cemetery grounds under any circumstances.

4. The cemetery is open to the public.   No person in the cemetery shall do anything which
does, or is likely to, interfere with the proper conduct of any interment or ceremony.
Children under 10 years of age will not be permitted within the grounds except under the
care of a responsible adult.   Visitors are expected to keep to the walk ways and to refrain
from touching the memorials or flowers and to observe perfect decorum in all respects.
No smoking is allowed in the grounds.

5. No animals may be brought into or allowed to come into the cemetery, except for
working dogs for the disabled or by express permission of the Town Council.

6. In 1981, the Cemetery was designated a Lawn Cemetery, from Section ‘C’ and all
sections thereafter, in alphabetical order.   All new sections of the cemetery commenced
after the publishing of these Regulations will be deemed to be lawn sections and the graves
therein will be turfed flat except for any soil border or bed which the Town Council may
provide.

7. No person may plant any tree within the cemetery, nor may potted plants be spread
beyond the grave space.

8. Memorial vases are permitted within the Memorial Headstone only and not permitted
elsewhere within the grave space.

9. No railings, chains or fencing of any description or glass wreath case will be allowed as
part of any memorial.
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RIGHTS TO A GRAVE OR MEMORIAL SPACE

10. The purchaser of an exclusive right of burial in any grave space shall have the right to
deposit as many inhumations within that space as are specified in the grant of the right and
in addition may deposit cremated remains provided that for each such deposition the
appropriate notice is given, due payment made, and that no previously deposited remains
are disturbed.   Each burial grave space will permit the interment of two burial coffins and
subsequently, four Ashes Caskets in each corner of the grave plot.   Ashes Plots will be for
the interment of two caskets only, in each and every case.

11. The exclusive right of burial in any grave space, or interment of cremated remains shall
be for a period of 75 years or part thereof.

12. The right to erect and maintain a memorial on a grave space shall be for a period of 75
years, or adjusted to coincide with the period of right of burial if applicable.

13. If any activity is requested in respect of a grave or memorial space in which an exclusive
right has been granted the Clerk will require evidence that the person making the
application has the proper authority.

14. No memorial may be placed on any grave space unless an exclusive right of burial has
been granted to the person making the application, or that person may give evidence that
they are the proper authority (next of kin, executor to the estate of the person who held
exclusive right of burial).

15. All memorials and any part or parts which have to rest in or upon the ground, or upon
any brick stone or other foundations must be fairly squared and bedded off.   Stones of
uneven thickness or with corners knocked off will be rejected.

16. The owner of any memorial must keep it in repair so that it is safe and in a neat and tidy
condition and the owners of any exclusive right of burial must ensure that the grave space
is kept in a neat and tidy condition.   If any owner fails to fulfil the obligations imposed by
this regulation, the Town Council will take any reasonable steps to make good any
deficiency including, if necessary, the removal of any memorial or other object, for which,
when applicable, the owner will be charged.

APPROVALS REQUIRED

17. All gravestones, monuments, memorials and inscriptions are subject to the approval of
the Town Council.   A copy of any proposed inscription and a drawing showing the material,
shape and dimensions of any memorial must be forwarded by completing the Town
Council’s application, to the Deputy Town Clerk at least 30 days before work on the
memorial is commenced or the inscription is to be cut or the memorial placed.
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WORK IN THE CEMETERY

18. No deposition of a body* or of cremated remains** may commence before 10.00 a.m.
in the morning or after 30 minutes before sunset nor at any time on a Sunday.
*Deposition of a body means burial in a grave within a coffin.
 Deposition of cremated remains (ashes) means by burial within a casket only.

19. No-one other than a person acting with accredited authority  -  such as a Funeral
Director or memorial masonry firm  -  shall dig or carry out memorial masonry work in the
cemetery.   Any accredited person working in the cemetery must take all reasonable steps
to secure that no injury or damage is caused by any person or property, and to leave the
area in a safe, neat and tidy condition.

20. Notice of any intended work within the cemetery must be given to the Deputy Town
Clerk on the appropriate form (available from the Town Council Offices) at least seven
working days in advance, to enable the necessary permission to be given and permits
issued.

21. Any fees due shall be paid at the time the notice is delivered to the Deputy Town Clerk.

22. All vehicles transporting memorials to the Cemetery, shall unload from the roadside
area.   No vehicles may be driven on to the consecrated grounds under any circumstances.

23. During the Funeral Service, no vehicles other than that of the Funeral cortege will be
permitted within the grounds and at all times no vehicles will exceed 30 cwt. within the
grounds unless for the purposes of ground maintenance by Town Council staff or for the
purpose of delivering a memorial.   At no time are vehicles to obstruct the safe passage of
others.   No vehicles may be driven on to the consecrated grounds.

24.No wooden crosses or statues may be erected in the cemetery as a permanent
structure. If placed for identification purposes, they must be removed after six months.

25. All soil removals should only be disposed upon the designated site.

26. The Town Council retain the right at all times to remove vases, plastic and silk flowers
from graves, where they interfere with the maintenance of the grounds and to dispose of
wreaths, sprays and similar fresh flowers once these have perished. Christmas tributes
should be retrieved by the Sunday following 12�� Night, or removed by the grounds staff, as
soon as possible, after the said Sunday.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Conduct of Visitors

27.  All persons who wilfully destroy or injure any building, wall or fence belonging to the
cemetery, or destroys or injures any plant therein or daubs or disfigures any wall thereof,
or puts up any advertising therein or wilfully destroys or defaces any monument or does
any other wilful damage, plays at any game or sport, or discharges fireworks in the
cemetery, or wilfully or unlawfully disturbs any persons assembled for the purposes of
burying a body therein, or commits any nuisance within the cemetery is liable to legal
action being taken against them by the Town Council.

28.  No advertising boards, tablets or cards shall be placed on or around any memorial,
nor shall any form of advertisement be displayed in any part of the cemetery.   However, it
is a requirement to inscribe the rear of each monument with its plot number and the
Stonemason’s identity.   All grave markers should remain on site and located to the rear of
memorials.

REGULATIONS

29.  This cemetery is one to which the Local Authorities Cemeteries Order 1977 applies
and accordingly the provisions of Schedule 2 to that Order, a copy of which may be
inspected by arrangement with the Town Clerk.

30.  The Town Council reserve the right to exclude any memorial not executed in a
workmanlike manner or that would in any way disfigure the cemetery or which they
consider unsuitable in design.   They also reserve the right to refuse any inscription which
they consider may cause offence.

31.  Where any provision is made by the Regulations, whether in respect of any time limit
or in some other way, it may be varied in a particular case by the Recreation & Amenities
Committee (provided the Committee is satisfied that the variation will not be detrimental
to the interests of any other person).   Application for a variation should be made to the
Deputy Town Clerk accompanied by reasons in support of the request.   The Recreation &
Amenities Committee shall not be obliged to grant any variation.

32.  In cases where any question or controversy arises from the foregoing clauses, or
anything omitted therefrom, the decision of the Burial Authority shall be final and binding
in all circumstances.
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ALBERT ROAD CEMETERY - REFERENCES
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IN HONOUR OF 1852352 - R.A.F. SGT. A. J. SMITH

OF HEDGE END

This tree was planted on the

12th November 1989, in memory

of Sgt. A. J. Smith who at 9.20 pm

on the night of 22nd October

1943, along with the crew of

Stirling Bomber E.F. 352 which

was on fire, gave their lives in

saving the village of Preston

Wynne Hereford before crashing

with all loss of life, leaving a

widow and three sons in Hedge End.
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THE MORANT FAMILY

In June, 1941 “Elnathan”, Northam Road, Hedge End, the home of Phillip and Winifred Morant and their
children Florence (21), Sidney (15), Reginald (12), twins Elsie and Norman (9) and Leonard (8) took a direct
hit from enemy bombing and all said members of the family were killed. Also lost on that day, were an
evacuee Gladys Martin (23) and a sailor home on leave William Moore (21). Two other children Sheila
Morant, a cousin aged just 6 and Kenneth Martin aged 2 were rescued alive from the debris and taken to
Cold East Emergency Hospital. Sadly, Kenneth died the same day. Sheila Morant survived and recalls that
she had been visiting the house during preparations for the marriage of Florence to William Moore  -  she
was to be their bridesmaid. Sheila was told that her life was saved by her Aunt Winifred, when she threw
herself across her body during the blast.

Joyce Chambers (nee Whitlock) recalls her father, George Whitlock, being a member of the Rescue Team
on the Winchester Council ARP. He and Mr. Bert Hallett, Mr. Sid Abraham, Mr. Tom Trump (from
Winchester) recovered the family from the ruins.   Bert Hallett was also the village grave digger and he was
joined by George Whitlock in preparing the family plot. Gordon Whitlock, Joyce’s brother played with the
Morant children.

Those lost in this tragedy were interred together and laid to rest in Grave ‘D’ of Albert Road Cemetery.

This story was uncovered when the Town Council sought the consent of the family to commemorate a
newly planted copse after the Morant family. The original site of their home “Elnathan” overlooked the
new copse.   The trees were planted in 1996 with the help of a Woodland Grant from the Forestry
Authority based at Alice Holt in Surrey. Seventy people stepped forward to brave driving rain and complete
a two day challenge organised by the Itchen Hamble Countryside Project to plant 1,500 trees and shrubs.
Volunteers included West End and Hedge End Scouts, Hampshire Conservation Volunteers, Itchen Hamble
Conservation Volunteers and 21 recruits from HMS Sultan, Havant.

Native shrubs were planted in the southern hedge in the hope that plants, insects and animals living in the
surrounding hedges would colonise the woodland as it matured. The original plan allowed for a small
amount of open areas to form woodland glades to give increased habitat diversity. The Copse consists of
20% Oak, 30% Ash, 10% Wild Cherry, Hazel, Hawthorn, Blackthorn, Dog Rose, Guelder Rose, Goat Willow,
Alder, Buckthorn, Crab Apple and Field Maple.

A commemorative ceremony was held on 15 December 2001 and a
memorial stone was put in place.

Morant Memorial Stone
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Hedge End Town Council hoped that from what must have been a tremendous tragedy 60 years prior, a
commemoration and a woodland that will flourish for years to come would be a befitting tribute to those
who were lost and by which we could ensure that they will be remembered and become part of Hedge
End’s history.

In 2003, the Town Council gave special dispensation for the interment of the late Raymond Stanley George
Morant, who had passed away at the age of 80 years. He was thought to be the only surviving member of
the immediate family, when aged just 19 years he had returned from the War to find that his home had
been demolished and had to find his Grandmother to inform him that his entire family had been killed by
enemy action.

However, in 2017 the story of the Morant family continued when attention was drawn to the evacuee and
her son, who were also victims of the tragedy in 1941. The Town Council were approached by the nephew
of Gladys, Raymond Barnes, who was happy to share family history that had been given him by Gladys’
elder sister Peggy.

Gladys lived in Olive Road, Southampton. She was evacuated with her son to Hedge End due to heavy
bombing in the area. Members of the American army were billeted in Aldermoor School just a short
distance away and Olive Road was also close to Southampton Docks (just two miles away) and was an
obvious target. Gladys’ sister, Peggy, was 10 years her senior and she remembers meeting Gladys’
sweetheart “Ted” Morant. Peggy also said that she would often visit the Morant family home and her
memory of them was a positive one and that they were a lovely family. Gladys was also known to have
been a member of the Salvation Army. Her family were never officially informed of her death, but learnt
through a neighbour who knew the details. They finally read an account in the Echo, although for security
reasons, the report was quite vague. It is not known whether Gladys’ family were able to attend the
funeral.   It was said to have a profound affect upon Gladys’ father, George Martin, and emotionally he was
said not to have come to terms with the tragedy.

The Town Council were not aware of a son within the family named “Ted” or Edward, however, following
further research were able to ascertain that he was the first born to Winifred and Philip Morant on 17��
March, 1919 and was named after his father, but used his second Christian name and was known as ‘Ted’.
Ted Morant is known to have married in 1971, and died in 1986. What happened to Ted between 1941 and
1971 is not known.

F Section
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THE MISSING GRAVE

In creating a Digital Record of the Cemetery, it soon became quite clear that the earliest interments were
not arranged in any logical sequence but at least the plots were numbered sequentially. Checks were
continually made to verify that the names on memorials agreed with information contained in the
registers.

However, there was a missing grave which was recorded as being in section ‘D’ that could not be located.
The Deputy Town Clerk arranged for the Cemetery staff to meet at the cemetery to try and find this grave
which has been recorded as the resting place for up to four interments in the names of Pascoe and
Sherwood.

All the spaces in ‘D’ section had clearly marked graves or memorials but there seemed to be a sufficient
gap between the Morant family, civilian war grave, and the path at the top of what is now designated
section ‘E’ that might hide what they were looking for. On closer inspection, it was noticed that there was
an outline of a possible mound.

After kicking around a suspected prominent corner, a memorial edge was exposed. This was further
exposed to reveal a rectangular stone border. The grass and soil was removed and the sides cleaned up.
The ground staff set to work to restore the grave and fill the top with fresh granite chippings.

On one of the sides the inscription for William and Kathleen Pascoe could clearly be seen and the other
side was inscribed with the names of Henry and Louise Sherwood. The missing grave had been found!

Subsequent enquiries have revealed that all four were killed when a bomb landed on their air raid shelter
in what was then known as Stubbs Grove (now Stubbs Drove), Hedge End on 22ⁿ� June, 1942. It would
seem that Mr. & Mrs. Pascoe were visiting Louise Sherwood, then aged 57 and her son Henry who was just
16.
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CEMETERY NOTICEBOARD

THE TOWN COUNCIL ENDEAVOUR TO PROMOTE GOOD HORTICULTURAL &
ENVIRONMENTAL PRACTICES ON THIS SITE AND IN SO DOING WILL ONLY USE PEAT-FREE

COMPOST.

Please consider the environment when visiting this Cemetery and wherever possible ensure that tributes
are grown or planted with the use of peat-free compost.   We all want to do our bit to help the
environment and many gardeners pride themselves on their close relationship with Mother Nature but
research has shown that the environment can potentially be damaged if gardeners continue to use certain
types of compost.   In switching to peat free compost we contribute to reducing landfill and the
destruction of peat beds which have taken many hundreds and thousands of years to form.   Today,
lowland peat bogs and their wildlife are threatened through peat extraction for garden composts and
other uses.   Peatland wildlife such as dragonflies, butterflies and birds depend on peat for its survival and
gardeners can choose alternatives.   Across the globe, peat covers about 3% of global land surface, yet the
amount of carbon stored within it is enormous  -  equivalent to twice that of all the world’s forests
combined.   Peat develops very slowly, no more than 1mm in depth per year.   A 10 metre deep peat
reserve will have taken 10,000 years to develop.   So when peat is mined for garden compost it will take
1,000 years to replace every metre that is taken away.

Peat Free Compost is a totally natural and eco-friendly multipurpose compost which is made from recycled
garden cuttings and tree surgeons waste. This waste would previously have been sent to landfill sites, it is
now being recycled into a quality and versatile peat substitute and can be used successfully as a Soil
Improver, Feeding Mulch, Shrub & Plant Compost, Lawn Top Dressing and Turf Laying.

PLEASE PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT & SEPARATE LITTER FROM GREEN COMPOSTABLE
WASTE, MAKING USE OF THE BINS PROVIDED.

PLEASE REFRAIN FROM THE USE OF GLASS VASES, NOT ONLY ARE VASES A BREACH OF THE
CEMETERY REGULATIONS BUT EXTREMELY DANGEROUS AND AN INTERFERENCE TO THE
GOOD WORK OF OUR GROUNDS STAFF. PLEASE CONSIDER THE DANGER THAT MAY BE

CAUSED BY FLYING GLASS FROM A STRIMMER.
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